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At this moment, Walter, the green-eyed wolf king of the Cataclysmic Front, had already
gathered all the soldiers of the organization who are all in Syria.

The death of Robin as well as the other brothers has made this group of Cataclysmic
Front members extremely indignant.

They could not wait to rush up to Hamid’s position and shoot him to death, so as to
avenge the death of their soldiers.

And Walter is even more so.

Robin was his favorite for many years, and now he died at Hamid’s hands, he could not
wait to cut Hamid’s body into pieces.

So, Walter gathered all the officers of the Cataclysmic Front and met to formulate a
battle plan.

The dozen or so officers present agreed that, given the current situation, the built of
Hamid’s fortifications were so strong that they far exceeded the power of their
conventional firepower.

And the soldiers of the Cataclysmic Front itself are strong in the ability of single combat,
especially the ability to infiltrate and assault, each one is almost the level of special
forces.

Therefore, the best way is to take advantage of their unpreparedness and surprise.

Everyone has unified the strategic direction, the next is the specific tactical
development.



As we now know that Hamid’s front and west flank have fortifications, so no one is sure,
east and north flank or not.

In this way, the way to sneak in quietly from the outside, is blocked.

The reason is that, without knowing the enemy’s fortifications, if they sneak in quietly,
they are likely to be covered by the other side’s hidden fire points.

Even if their soldiers are strong, they are all flesh and blood, which can beat the
opponents hidden in the steel and concrete fortifications.

So, this plan was quickly passed.

Can not quietly sneak into, then the only remaining program is airborne.

Airborne has a huge advantage, it makes you able to directly bypass the opponent’s
defenses, just by being airborne in the opponent’s hinterland.

If it is this kind of offensive battle, airborne can directly avoid the mountain slope,
landing directly near the prism of the mountain top, so that the opponent’s slope of the
fortifications are all null and void.

Moreover, as far as they knew, Hamid did not have a system of anti-aircraft weapons.

He has no anti-aircraft radar, no medium and high altitude surface-to-air missiles, the
transport aircraft from high altitude, they simply can not detect, and even if they find it, it
is impossible to threaten.

Hamid’s only shoulder-fired anti-aircraft missiles can fight helicopters, but for the rest,
they are basically useless.

In this way, it would be possible for the soldiers of the Cataclysmic Front to perform
high-altitude parachute jumps at night, jumping directly near the prism of the mountain
top.

Walter’s plan is to send a thousand paratroopers, divided into two parachute echelons,
before and after the twenty-minute interval parachute drop.



And two echelons landing in the south of the base, and landing in the north of the base,
after landing each assembly.

The reason for dividing into two echelons is also to put on double insurance.

If one of the echelons is discovered by the enemy, the discovered echelon immediately
can find cover in place to wrangle with the enemy and attract enemy fire to ensure that
the other echelon could successfully assault the defense.

Two echelons, 1,000 men, and directly bypassed the enemy’s frontal defense, in
Walter’s opinion, this tactic was foolproof enough.

However, at the same time, Hamid was also making preparations to deal with the
paratroopers’ surprise attack.

The plan given by Charlie was very practical for him.

Because he had long purchased a large amount of explosives in order to build
fortifications.

This explosive is very powerful, even thick rocks can be blown apart, so use to bury the
explosive point, the power is very amazing.

And his soldiers have also gone to the base blown into ruins, looking for a variety of
suitable metal objects, and then loaded into a barrel, a barrel of delivery to the Hamid
ordered explosive points.

He was afraid of the other side to a decapitation operation, so this time in the entire
base on all sides of the arrangement of more than one hundred and forty burst points,
almost all the inventory of explosives all pike.

He thinks, as long as they can carry through this wave, even if the explosives are all
used up, this won’t matter.

But if he can’t resist this wave, even if there are more explosives left, there is no point.

So simply all bet on it, so that, even if the other side airborne armored vehicles, can also
give it a blast!




